The best test of any test
is your experience
There will always be claims, counter claims, and confusion
in judging between T3and T4tests, but the best evaluation can
only come from:
i

â€¢
yearsof clinicaluse
â€¢under countless conditions
â€¢in thousands of laboratories
â€¢throughout the world.
You have this assurance with Triosorb, Tetrasorb, and
their T7Value - the best known, most used tests in the field.
Early promises of accuracy and reproducibility have been
proven in use.
Your own experience has demonstrated their accuracy in
hundreds of types of patients.
With Triosorb and Tetrasorb you have a known quantity,
and can trust the answers.

TriosortÃ¬-125TriosorB-131
T3Diagnostic Kits

Tetrasorb-12 5
T4 Diagnostic Kit

T-7.1-125

=S1

Diagnostic Kit
Radio-Pharmaceutical

Products Division, Abbott Laboratories, North Chicago, Illinois 60064

Vertretung fÃ¼rEuropa: Labor-Service
TMâ€”Trademark
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Convert
tothis

When you buy a Raytheon singleheaded nuclear scanner you're most
of the way toward having a dualheaded scanner. That's because
Raytheon knows that your equipment
desires often exceed your equipment
budgets. And in the future you'll want
the ultimate in speed and sophistica
tion ... a dual-headed scanner. So,
we've come up with an inexpensive
solution.
Upgrade.
Buy a single-headed scanner now,
upgrade at your convenience. You
can convert our single 5" scanner to a
dual 5". Right in the hospital. In hours.
For complete information on this
versatile nuclear scanner family,
contact Raytheon Company, Medical
Electronics, 190 Willow Street,
Waltham, Mass.
02154.Telephone
^RAYTHEON
(617)899-5949.
In medical electronics...
Raytheon makes things happen.

Xenon-133

Gas:
Convenient Calidose
system delivers
Xenon-133gasfrom
precalibrated vials
of10-100mCi.

Saline:

Xenon-133 dis
solved in isotonic
saline solution in
multidose vials.

New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place, North Billerica.
Telephone (617) 667-9531

Mass. 01862

Canada: MEN Canada Ltd., Dotval. Quebec. Tel: (514) 636-4971

DIGOX-EL
Elevated Digoxin,
Serum.

FromA.R.SMITH
LABORATORIES

Control
Serum
FORVERIFYING
THE
VALIDITY
OFRADIO
IMMUNOASSAYS
FORDIGOXIN,
INSULIN
AND
VITAMIN
B,2

INSUL-EL
Elevated Insulin
Control Serum.

VIT-EL(B12)
Elevated Vitamin Bi2
Control Serum.

Radioimmunoassay brings to the clinical laboratory a new di
mension in sensitivity and specificity. Many laboratories lack
the reproduci able HUMAN CON
TROL SERUM necessary to veri
LABORATORIES
fy the validity of RADIOIMMUNOASSAYS for DIGOXIN, INSULIN
P.O. Box 54400 Terminal Annex
Los Angelet, Calif. 90054
and VITAMIN B,?.
Gentlemen:
Please send ............................
packages (twin 5 ml. vials) of
DIGOX-EL @ $10.00 each package.
Please send ............................
packages (twin 5 ml. vials) of
INSU-EL @ $10.00 each package.
Please send ............................
packages (twin 5 ml. vials) of
VIT-EL @ $10.00 each package.

LABORATORIES
. AN UNCOMMONLY

GOOD NAME IN QUALITY CONTROL

P.O. Box 54400 Terminal Annex
Loa Angeles, Calif. 90054
Telephone: (213) 747-069]

NAME

TITLE

COMPANY
STREET
CITY
P.0.#

. STATE

ZIP

Introducingthe New

Ultro-TechneKow
TechnetiumGenerator
with

o

New Features

New enlarged
lead
shield reduces radiation
exposure to the operator.
With at least iy2 inches of
lead all around the generator column this is
one of the best shielded generators available
today.
2. New "Ion

Control"

Process (patent

applied for) reduces aluminum level to a
point where it is virtually undetectable by
normal laboratory test methods. The eluate
may be used with any of the currently avail
able sulfur colloid kits or with other tagging

procedures requiring low aluminum levels.
3. New 500-ml saline supply allows as many
as 15 or 16 elutions per week. The saline
supply is built in and factory sealed, an ex
clusive feature of the new Ultra-TechneKow:
Â¿, New self-aligning milking station makes
the elution process simpler than ever. When
the "Sight Glass" elution shield with evacu
ated vial is placed into the milking station,
the needle is automatically centered over
the evacuated vial. Press plunger down, turn
slightly to lock into position, and elution
proceeds automatically.

It's the most advanced concept in technetium-99m
This all-new, redesigned version of our UltraTechneKow series is carefully engineered
into an attractive,
pre-assembled,
com
pletely self-contained unit. This model is the
culmination of seven years of experience
making technetium-99m
generators. The
Ultra-TechneKow Generator is shipped each
week complete with evacuated elution vials,
needle pack with labels, molybdenum-99

generators.

and technetium-99m
reference
tables,
needle guard for operator safety, convenient
carrying handles, and package insert with
complete information.
Contact your Mall inckrodt/Nuclear represen
tative now for detailed information on this
unique new product of Mallinckrodt/Nuclear
research.

RADIOPHARMACEUTICALS
Mallinckrodt Chemical Works
St. Louis, Missouri 63160

The new DI 650 Automatic Film Processor:
Clearly, an inside design job.
Nuclear Medicine is why the
DI 650 exists. It's the only film
processor conceived and dedicated
to serving the specific needs of
nuclear medicine. That makes the
DI 650 unique. Because its design
was an "inside" job. Only those
intimately acquainted with your
needscould understand the impor
tance of daylight loading. (No more
dark-room problems.) Or the

flexibility and convenience of being
used either as a desk model or a
portable "on-the-floor." Or the
fact that the DI 650 needs no
plumbing hook-up. It may, but
need not, be batched. This proces
sor has its own built-in heater.
It's also self-cleaning. With the DI
650 you will not have to depend
on the developing facilities of
other departments. All these DI
650 attributes point up to a new

capability: you can choose the
proper developer, regulate its tem
perature, and optimize film travel
speed for maximum image quality.
Clearly, the DI 650 Automatic
Film Processor is an inside
design job.

DunnInstruments
1335 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco,
Ca. 94133/Phone (415) 776-7033

Improveyour"in-sight1

-,

with RohÃ©/Kretz
DiagnosticUltrasound!
The modular design concept of Rohe/Kretz Ultrasound
Systems lets you select the exact components required
tor Echoencephalography. Cardiology, Obstetrics and
Gynecology, and Soft-Tissue Scanning in Radiology
You can choose from â€”
â€¢
Transducers with frequencies from 1 MHz to 15 MHz,
for maximum resolution and operating flexibility.
â€¢A"-mode and "B"-mode display units, with high visability storage displays and accessories for making per
manent recordings,
â€¢
Scanning mechanisms in six basic configurations, with
remote control options for greater operator con
venience
For complete information on how to select the Rohe/
Kretz Diagnostic Ultrasound system you need.call collect
or write today We will send you our latest brochure, and
arrange to show you our 20 minute color motion picture
that demonstrates the clinical uses of Diagnostic Ultra
sound â€”the best way to "improve your in-sight"

Rohe Scientific Corporation
926 So Lyon St . PO Box 10760
Santa Ana Calif 92711
Tel

(714)547-3916

7Ã¡
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...you'veconqueredcancer
and heartdisease,and switched
to preventivemedicine...

...the toolsforgettingthere
are here today.
The journey won't be easy.
You'll have to travel past, the
limitations of your five senses.
And be extra-familiar
with the
submolecular, as well as the
intracellular, world.
We have the instrumentation
to take you there. For instance,
Nuclear-Chicago's
Pho/Gamma
Scintillation Camera. It's the
choice of more than 95% of U.S.
teaching hospitals and medical
schools. They like its high
resolution, ease of patient
positioning, and its choice of
12 specialized collimators allowing
one to switch from routine,
"bread-and-butter"
imaging to
highly sophisticated

procedures.

Our Pho/Dot is the world's most
proven rectilinear scanner. Our
Liquid Scintillation and Automatic
Gamma Counters embody the
newest ideas in capabilityexpansion for radioimmunoassay
and competitive binding tests.
And we could say equally good
things about our Pho/Gamma
Tomocamera, Data/Store
Playback System, and similar
products. But that wouldn't

.

be modest.
When the last of the Great
Plagues that afflict humanity has
been wiped out, it will be because
dedicated people have pin
pointed the method of attack.
With instruments like these.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A SUBSIDIARY

CM-273

OF G. D

2000 Nuclear Drive, Des Plaines. Illinois 6O018
Wiegerbruinlaan 75, Uithoorn, The Netherlands

The future-oriented company

Fortheirsakeandyours

.Now
sterilitytested

3safetyfactorswith

, e-LS

(AggregatedRadio-Iodinated[31l]
Albumin[Human])
forlungscanning
Sterility testing is safety factor #1 in the preparation and use
of Albumotope-LS. A full two-week sterility test period must
expire before the material is released for shipment. Safety
factor #2 is the low radiation dose. Quick clearance of
Albumotope-LS from the lungs after scanning and its rapid
excretion make for a radiation dose reported to be only 1.9

^-^
^^
rads to the lungs and 0.008 rads to the body as a whole from an
administered dose of 300 microcuries. Safety factor #3- ag
gregated radio albumin is virtually nontoxic. This together
with the low radiation dose permits lung scanning to be re
peated in 24 hoursâ€”auseful advantage in following the course
of the disease or evaluating therapy.

S

SQUIBBHOSPITALÂ«visâ„¢
E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc., Princeton, N.J. 08540

For brief summary, see next page.

PEACEFUL
USES
OFATOMIC
ENERGY
Published in fifteen volumes
by the United Nations and the
International Atomic Energy Agency

The Proceedings of the Fourth International
Conference on the Peaceful Uses of Atomic
Energy, jointly sponsored by the United Nations
and the International Atomic Energy Agency, held
in Geneva from 6 to 16 September 1971.
The fourth Geneva Conference proved again to
be an exceptional forum for enabling those work
ing throughout the world on the peaceful appli
cation of atomic energy to exchange the latest
information on the discoveries, projects and prob
lems of developed and developing nations.

Albumotope-LS
(AggregatedRadio-Iodinatedp'l]
Albumin[Human])
forlungscanning
CONTRAINDICATIONS:
Radiopharmaceuticals
should not be administered to pregnant women or to
persons under the age of 18 years unless the indications
are very exceptional. Because iodide is excreted in hu
man milk, aggregated radioalbumin should not be ad
ministered to nursing mothers.
ADVERSE REACTIONS: Although the immunologicai properties of serum albumin are believed to be
virtually unaltered by the iodination process, there is
a possibility that hypersensitivity reactions may occur
in patients receiving additional doses a number of
weeks after an initial dose.

SEND FOR BROCHURE
United Nations PublicationÂ«
New York, N.y. 10017

Room IX 2300

The hypothetical possibility that particles of large size
might induce deleterious cardiovascular or cerebrovascular effects, postulated by some investigators, has not
been borne out in extensive
clinical
use with
Aggregated Radio-Iodinated (""I) Albumin (Human).
For full prescribing information, see package insert.
AVAILABLE:
As a sterile, nonpyrogenic, aqueous
suspension. Each cc. contains approximately 0.5 mg.
aggregated human serum albumin labeled with iodine131. Not less than 90% of the aggregates are between
10 and 90 microns and none are more than 150
microns in size. The preparation also contains 0.9%
(w/v) benzyl alcohol as a preservative. The potency
ranges from 250 to 450 microcuries per cc. on date of
standardization.

World's first manufacturer specializing
accessories

and supplies offers these products

at competitive prices and superior quality.

/THE

PRODUCTS

We'll

send

YOU ARE INTERESTED

you

A FREE

SQUIBBHOSPITAL
E. R. Squibb & Sons, Inc.
Princeton, N.J. 08540

in nuclear

I
Radiation
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When a banker wants
to learn about
leasing medical equipment,
he reads the new Telco Guide

And with good reason. Bankers are
known for their business acumen and
they recognize the value of getting
factual information from a medical
leasing specialist.
The Telco Guide takes the
mystery out of leasing. It starts off with
two pages of easy-to-understand
leasing definitions. This is followed by
straight-forward facts and figures
comparing leasing with cash

purchase, as specifically applied to
the health care field.
Included in this comprehensive
review are several new and exclusive
Telco programs never offered before.
Find out how Fiscal/Funding,â„¢
Equity/Funding/ and Asset/Expansion'"
Programs can benefit you.
Finally, we tell you about Telco
... why our ratio of repeat customers

is among the highest in the industry.
The Telco Guide was written by
experts who specialize in leasing
equipment to the health care field. It's
no wonder bankers, brokers and
hospital professionals are taking time
to read it.
For a free copy of this
invaluable 16-page Guide, simply
write us on your letterhead.

ÃŽÃ•I
Telco
Lease & Marketing Consultants

625 N. Michigan/Chicago 60611 (312)751-2990

Allanta/Boston/Chicago/Columbus/Dallas
Denver/Detroit/Kansas City/Los Angeles

Memphis/Miami/Minneapolis/New York
Philadelphia/San Francisco/Washington, D.C.

Telco Leasing of Canada. Ltd.: Montreal/Toronto
Intelco Leasing, Ltd.: London, England
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that's
whatGa67
isallabout
Ga67 shows a substantial tumour affinity, independent of the tumour type. Ga67 is a
useful diagnostic aid in malignant processes of e.g. the lungs, the thyroid and the R.E.S.
The gamma energies of 92,185 and 296 keV promise an optimal visualization. Supply
is never a problem - it is available daily from Duphar.

duphar
N.V. PHILIPS-DUPHAR CYCLOTRON AND ISOTOPE LABORATORIES PETTEN HOLLAND
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Isn't that what
you want
when you measure
plasma renin
activity?

Designed for precision
and accuracy
Three important features of the Immutope Kit
assure reliable, reproducible results in deter
mination after determination. First, a special
formulation makes the Angiotensin I Standard
stable. Second, standardization is protected by
a built-in iodine scavenger. Third, all the re
agents in the Immutope Kit are stable (when prop
erly stored) and all are matchedâ€”specifically
formulated and tested to assure compatibility.

Designedfor simplicity
Usual work time issignificantly reduced because
the reagents are premeasured. Because there's
no need to run repeat blanks. No ice baths
required as with another similar kit...all

Angiotensin I Immutope procedures, except
for incubations, are done at room temperature.
No need to make up fresh reagents every time
a series is run...properly stored, the diluted
'"1 Angiotensin I solution lasts for a week, the
Tris Acetate Buffer with BSA for a month, and
the remaining reagents for three months.

Low costof.individual
determinations
The Angiotensin I Immutope Kit doesn't need
expensive accessory equipment. It has a big
capacity of 500 determinations, only 12 of
which need be used for standards â€”and none
of which need be run as reagent blanks. All
the required reagents are provided in one
complete, reasonably priced kit, for a low cost
per individual determination.

for determination of plasma renin
activity by radioimmunoassay

flhGIDTENSIh
I
IrinJTDPE KIT
combines the extreme sensitivity
of radioisotope methodology with
the extreme specificity of
immunologie techniques
(SQUIBBrodioimmunoassay kits are identified by the trade name, IMMUTOPE.)

SQUIBB HOSPITAL DIVISION
E. R.Squibb & Sons, Inc., Princeton, N.J. 08540

labelaid

Theferrous
axxxbatetvwo-atep
Ferrous ascorbate can now be
labelled with Tc99m in only two steps.
Ideal for efficient kidney imaging.
Labelaid has a consistently high
pharmaceutical
quality and
excellent stability.
The ferrous ascorbate two-step,
always available from Duphar.
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PETTEN, HOLLAND

Gallium- 67
Produced regularly by
the MEN cyclotron.
Supplied as 67Gacitrate
in Â¡sotonicsolution as a
sterile, non-pyrogenic
radiopharmaceutical.
Information pertaining
to the clinical use of this
nuclide furnished on
request. Call us:
617-667-9531
67Ga
78h
.0920, .182, .30,
.090-.87
E1.00

I\EJ\I New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical

Division

Atomlight Place, North Billerica, Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531
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(Alsoknownas:the PickerAutowellll.)
What is the Autowell II?

'

An automated gamma radioassay system Â¡dealfor the radioimmunoassay
of many things. Digoxin and digitoxin. Plasma cortisol. Human placental
lactogen. Cyclic AMP. Renin activity. Human growth hormone. Insulin.
And a host of other applications are now under development in both the
clinical and research areas.
Why so much interest in radioimmunoassay?

It's a new analytical tool that provides quite remarkable advantages in

specificity, sensitivity, and speed.
What do I need to get into radioimmunoassay?

Usually the individual kits provide all the required reagents. But not,
of course, the necessary instrumentation. That's where "The Radioimmunoassayer" comes in. It's the gamma radioassay system for most
radioimmunoassays.
What else should I know about the Autowell?

Briefly: it's a system offering high efficiency, reliability, and ease of
operation in the automated radioassay of 100 solid or liquid gammaemitting samples.
Does Autowell II have other applications?

Yes, T,, TÂ«,TBI,plasma disappearance studies, red cell survival studies,
fat metabolism studies, iron-binding capacity measurements, blood
volume measurements, Schilling tests.
What support can I expect from Picker?

Plenty. Picker has the most extensive local sales and service staff in
the entire industry. There are, for example, now over 750 Picker Service
Engineers functioning in North America alone. We don't abandon you.
And now?

For additional information on "The Radioimmunoassayer" and our

flexible lease plans, please call your local Picker representative or write
Picker Corporation, 595 Miner Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44143.

PICKER

(Model 220
5x9x4
tank
$115)

Branson â€” the leader in ultrasonics for
generations â€”built its international reputation
by producing quality instruments at fair prices.
Model 220, for example, delivers 100 watts
of cleaning power, and costs only 64Â«per
cubic inch of tank size.
There are now 10 standard Bransonic
Cleaner models, plus many heavy duty indus
trial systems. Single source capability for any
ultrasonic cleaning problem. And the price is
right.

Model 52 â€”
9Vi x 1114 x 6'/4
$295.00 (444/cu. In.)
Model 32 â€”
6 x 11 x 6 tank
$225.00 (57t/cu.

In.)

Model 12 â€”
5x5x3
tank
$70.00 (934/cu. In.)
Model 2 â€”
3V4 x 3tt x 2% tank
$55.00

~
Ã„

For quality ultrasonic cleaning at sound
prices Branson is the Buy â€” the standard by
which all ultrasonic cleaners are judged.

BRANSON
Instruments Company

DISTRIBUTED BY:

NUCLEAR

ASSOCIATES,

INC.

Subsidiary of

RADIATION-MEDICAL

PRODUCTS

35 URBAN AVE. â€¢WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590

CORP.

â€¢(516)333-9344

iolebodyscanning
thatprovidesdiagnostic
information
with
pushbutton
control.

Situation: a vertex scan of
the brain is required, but the
patient's condition prevents
propping up his head.
Situation: a skeletal survey is
desired for early detection of
bone mÃ©tastases.
Situation: a suspected
embolism in the lungs must
be located, with an absolute

minimum of patient movement.
Each situation poses a
diagnostic problem. The
informational capability you
need to solve them, and
many more such problems,
is automatically available with
the push button programming
of the General Electric
Whole Body Scanner.

The GE Whole Body Scanner provides images head-to-toe, or anywhere between. Like this.

Unique design
provides 270Â°
angulation of
top probe; 90Â°
angulation of
bottom probe.
These probe
angulations
are particularly
useful in
performing
anterior and
posterior brain
scans and
facilitate
collimator
changes.
View scans in full count,
black and white with the
addition of GE s Videodisplay
and Processing Unit. Images,
in eight distinct colors or
shades of gray, are viewed on
a TV monitor; can be
manipulated, long after the
patient leaves the
department, to enhance
desired details. Ask for full
information.

Probe and table motions
add new diagnostictechnics;
minimizepatient movement.
procedure, can be read at the
gantry face without leaving
the patient s side; also, with
the digital sealer at the
electronics console.

More information. Less
chance of technic error. The
General Electric Whole Body
Scanner combines the
features that assure these
diagnostic advantages.
Automatically.
For whole body scans, the
unit travels up to 80 inches
longitudinally, 24 inches
laterally. Push button settings
let you select a full size
photodisplay image or
minified to 2:1, 3:1, 4:1 or 5:1.
In addition to whole body
scans, up to four images can
be displayed on one 14 x 17
inch film. Location is push
button programmed.
The scanner's two probes
and three scanning directions
permit scans of the entire
lung, top and bottom; cover
the total isoresponse curve
without turning the patient.
The top probe angulates
270Â°,and has a powered
12 inch vertical travel. With
optional vertical plane
scanning the patient can be
seated upright. These probe
angulations also permit a

Let the GE Whole Body
Scanner add this information
depth to your department.
Talk soon with your GE
medical systems
representative.
vertex view of the brain while
the patient reclines normally,
without propping his head in
an uncomfortable position.
The GE Whole Body Scanner
can also perform any other
scanning technic possible
with a single-probe unit;
even lets you start with one
probe, then upgrade to two as
needs and the budget dictate.
For added procedural
versatility, the patient can be
placed on GE's mobile table,

General Electric
Medical Systems,
Milwaukee and Toronto.
In Europe, Elscint
GmbH, Wiesbaden; Elscint
France SARL, Bue.

an accessory to the scanner,
while controls are set at the
electronics console. The table
top raises and lowers.
With the patient in position,
simply press the PHA button,
locate the hot spot, set the
line spacing and press the
desired information density
button... and scanning speed
is displayed automatically.
No calculations. Patient count
information, during the

GENERAL^

ELECTRIC

ntroducing...
SSaSULAR
the
...themostrevolutionary
new
camera
fornuclear
medicine!
Now . . . for the first time a pho
tographic system that can ac
cept any size film you require â€”
35 mm, 7O mm, or Polaroid! Can
even be adapted for 9O mm and
105 mm.
This is in addition to the superi
ority that made NMS's reputa
tion in the field â€”the best picture
quality and definition
available!

NUCLEAR

On the opposite
page you will
find a detailed,
feature-by-feature comparison
of the new NMS
Modular
1OOO with its closest
competitor.
In the important
field of nuclear
medicine,
superior
equipment
can make an enormous
differ
ence in diagnosis
and scientific
investigation.

MEDICAL

SYSTEMS,

INC.

â€¢144

ROUTE
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Compare the revolutionary
NMS
with currently
available systems.

MODULAR

1OOO

Modular
1OOOyes

competitivesystemsyes

FeaturesFilm

acceptance
7Omm
35mm
PolaroidAdaptability

yes
yesyes

no
nono

yesvariableautomatic

nofixedautomatic

self-threadinglight-tight

self-threadinglight-tight

to large film
9Omm
105mmImage
sizeThreading
filmTake-up

of

. . . accepts
. . . accepts
framesyesyesyesdirectyesmanufacturer
1-6OO
framesnonoyesdirectyesuser
1-1OO

cassetteOscilloscope

controlPre-set
countAutomatic
cut-offOscilloscope
film
viewingRemote
controlInstallationDisplay
installedready
installed,
calibrated
and tested in each
laboratoryfull
modesDead
of operating

display4/lOOsec.IO

only3-4/ light
sec.IOmanual
1OO

timeFrames
secondFilmper

plusElectronic

IdentificationNMS

& automaticCurrent

Formoreinformation,
callorwrite:

SUFFERN,

N.Y.

1O9O1

â€¢(914)

357-5757

r*

j.

First
Fluorine-18
now
1-123
Gallium-67
lndium-111
Potassium-43

)
'*
at r\FluorinÂ«-!
8 fc.k L"?^

Gallium-67
*Â»Â»Â»â€¢

These cyclotron produced products are now available daily, Monday thru Friday
from Medi + Physics. For further information, please contact the Medi + Physics
Laboratory nearest you. In San Francisco our main office is at 5855 Christie Ave.,
Emeryville, California (415) 658-2184. In Los Angeles phone (213) 245-5751, in
Chicago (312) 671 -5444, or in New York/New Jersey (201 ) 757-0500.

mecli+

DosecalibiatotÃ«
assaytotal
Molybreakthrough
in5secondsorless!

9> A

You may now have, with the use of a RADX isotope dosecalibrator, the capability of
measuring, in 5 seconds or less, the amount of molybdenum contamination to be
found in the total vial of eluent produced from a technetium generator.
1. Available in 2 models: Mark IV (analog readout), Mark V (digital readout).
2. Capable of instantaneously assaying any commercially produced radionuclide.
3. Electronic computation of the volume to be injected for a prescribed millicurie dose.
We will send you a ^^^^^^^^
^^^^^^^^
Contact
descriptive brochure
which also explains
the details of our
^^^^^^^^ÃŠ
^^^^^^^B
p- Â°-Box
unequaled warranty 1
J gg,
QI
' H^H
0 â€¢ Houston, Texas 77024.
and service policy.

|

|

Phone (713) 468-9628.

Compact unit pictured measures 63" in height, 44" in width, and 30" in depth.

MDShasa time-saverwithan exclusivedual-camerainterface.

the nextstep
ingamma-imaging
Now you can capture,
analyze and re-examine well-

intensify them, and strip them
out to be viewed by themselves.

defined images from any
camera... or any that's being

Each component of the
MDS system provides maximum
versatility. You can expand it at
any time to perform treatment-

developed. MDS has created a
precise hardware-software
system for gamma-imaging
analysis. We've carefully
chosen the most advanced
hardware and combined it with
a comprehensive library of
display and analysis
programming. The unparalleled
result: no other system can out
perform the MDS Nuclear
Medicine System.
Its remarkable achievements
are already setting industry
standards. Programs for fielduniformity, data-smoothing,
enhancement, and background
subtraction instantly refine
your studies. You can choose
anytime-sampling
interval and
store all data on disk. Retrieve
the image later in milliseconds,
Â¡norder to film the most clearly
resolved image.

planning, research studies,
patient scheduling, and
accounting operations. And the
Nuclear Medicine Module is
fitted to your clinic by a medicalThe disk retrieves stored information Â¡n
milliseconds. To get any result from the
disk quickly, simply tap two letters on
the teletype keyboard.

science team that specializes
in nuclear medicine.

You have comprehensive
programmed control of the
image on the scope. Divide any
dynamic study into two-

For more information write,
phone (313-872-7373), or send
the coupon below for our
informative brochure that fully
explains the MDS system.

centimeter squares and order
printouts of radioisotope uptake
for any curve or curve point.
Rotate Â¡mageslices, specify
iso-counts or isometric lines,
and add or subtract frames to
obtain a composite view.
Perhaps most important, our
system will simultaneously show
four separate views of an organ.
From this display, you can
frequently make a diagnosis
from the scope alone. You can
also isolate areas of interest
with the optional light pen,

Ifltift

medical data systemscorporation
A Warner-Lambert Subsidiary
2300 Fisher Building, Detroit,

Michigan 48202

Gentlemen: Mail us the MDS Nuclear Medicine
System brochure. It includes live films of actual
studies and demonstrates the system's total
capabilities.
Name.
Title.
Hospital.
Mailing Address
City

State.

.Zip.
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...for
shrewd,
economy
minded
buyers:

MODEL
SC-101
Providesgeneralpurpose
utilization.

patient
transferand
imaging
tables!
Whateveryourgammaimagingapplication,
thereis a lowcostATOMIC
imaging
tableavailable.
Inadditionto their individualhighlights,
ourtablesfeature:

MODEL
EZ-101
Canbe raisedor lowered
to exactheightdesired
for patienttransferand
gammaimaging.

â€¢
Unobstructed
framesto insureexact
positioningof table.
â€¢
1A"thicktransparentlucitetopsto
permitplacementof detectorsbelow
the patient.
â€¢
Largecasterswithwheellocksto
providemaximummobilityandsafety.
Tofindoutmoreabouttheseinexpensive
tables. .WRITE TO

MODEL
XY-101

Permits10" of tabletop
ATOMICDEVELOPMENT
CORP.
7 Fairchild Ct., Plainview. N.Y. 11803

travel in bothX andY
directionswith graduated
calibrationscalesfor
accuratere-positioning.

Simplify your life a little*

IMEIM New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical
Atomlight Place, North Billerica,
Telephone (617) 667-9531

Division
Mass 01862

Radicamera

an entirely new
standard of gamma
camera performance.
INO

Radicamera
Compare resolution
Radicamera resolves &-Â¡nch(less
than 4 mm) phantom bars using a
technetium sourceâ€”acapability
unparalleled by any other gamma
camera. Images are clearer, sharper
than ever before.
Field uniformity has been improved
through more compact arrangement
of detector phototubes.
A new 20,000-hole high sensitivity
and high resolution technetium
collimator has been developed to
provide clinicians with the finest
imaging system available for any
clinical requirement.

Resolution
This bar phantom scintigraph was
taken with the new Radicamera.The
phantom was placed directly on the
crystal, with a "mTc source (140 keV)
at a distance of six feet.
On conventional gamma cameras,
the lower quadrant would appear
blurred. But Radicamera easily
provides clear separation between
the %-inch wide phantom barsâ€”an
improvement of almost 20% over any
other gamma camera.*

Compare features
Counterbalanced detector permits
unequalled speed and ease of
positioning.
Greater range of motion and faster
patient positioning are provided via
the newgimbal stand assembly. Hand
locks secure detector orientation if
desired.
"Stereo" or three-dimensional
images can be produced using the
new Radicamera's ability to take precalibrated opposing scintigraphs. A
special holder for these scintigraphs
allows stereoscopic viewing.
Radicamera offers simultaneous
readout of both counts and elapsed
time. Either may be pre-set to yield
greater flexibility in organ imaging.
Detector head shielding has been
increased to virtually eliminate back
ground activity.
A dot-shaped electronic marker has
been provided to identify relevant
anatomical landmarks. More than one
dot can be generated to outline areas
or define boundaries.
Operator controls have been
simplified. Calibration, marker
positioning, pre-set operations are all
accomplished via pushbuttons.
Improved electronic design means
reliable, consistent operation and
quality scintigraphs.
Improved dual image Polaroid
camera is standard.
Both normal and variable
persistence oscilloscopes have been
included to provide standard and
cumulative display of radiopharmaceutical distribution.
Optional cart permits total mobility.
System can be taken into intensive
care units and to patients' bedsides.

Compare performance
Radicamera offers better resolution,
easier operation, and faster
positioning than any other gamma
camera available. It takes up less
laboratory space than any of its
predecessors. And it offers a wide
range of capabilities vital in the
clinical evaluation of organ function
and morphology. All at a price
significantly below that of
conventional gamma cameras.
Radicamera is sold worldwide. In
the United States, it is available
exclusively to government institutions
and agencies, including all military,
Veterans Administration and Public
Health Service Hospitals.
For more information write or call:

'Since conventional printing processes tend to
obscure fine detail, original scintigraphs clearly
demonstrating Radicamera's ability to resolve
Vn inch phantom bars are available on request.

Nuclear Data, Inc.
Post Office Box 451
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Tel: 312/529-4600

Nuclear Data GmbH
Medical Section
Feldbergstrasse 55
637 Oberursel
West Germany

Nuclear Data, Inc.
Rose Industrial Estate
Cores End Road
Bourne End, Bucks.,
England

Nuclear Data
Scandinavia AB
Torggatan 4
211 40 Mal mo,
Sweden

Selektronik A/S
a subsidiary of
Nuclear Data, Inc.
Hammervej 3
2970 Horsholm,
Denmark
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Time after time. Testafter test.

You can depend on a consistently high
level of reproducibility and accuracy with
Thyopac thyroid function tests. Every
batch of material is tested against 11
different standards for reproducibility and each batch is tested again at expiry

date. Reproducibility is thus assured over
the whole clinical range during the life of
the kit. This is the service offered by The
Radiochemical Centre.

Thyopac*3 &4
* Trademark.

Thyopoc-3 Â«â€¢

DO

0

Â«

Pack after pack.

Sample for counting is withdrawn at
equilibrium
Temperature control is not required
No time-critical stages
Faster, more accurate, more repro
ducible results

Combined use of Thyopac-3 and Thyopac-4 will give
you a more precise Free Thyroxine Index which
eliminates complicating factors such as raised TBG
levels due to pregnancy and allows rapid separation of
the normals from the distinctly abnormals; it also
provides you with more accurate information on the
areas in between.

invariably the best thyroid function tests
The Radiochemkal Centre Amersham

England

Also available in the USA, South America and Canada from
Amersham/Searle, 2636 S. Clearbrook Drive. Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005

1714/7172

The Recognized
Radio-Decontaminant

ISOCLEAN

Fully proven daily in
Â®hundreds of isotope
laboratories.

CONCENTRATE
Safely Solubilizes

Nuclidic

Radioactivity

Safely and efficiently removes nuclidic radioac
tivity from all types of isotope labware and
laboratory surfaces.
Potent combination of eight synergistic surfac
tants, diluted for use, is effective for all
isotopesâ€”whether inorganic or organic; in
ionic or non-ionic form.

FOR GLASSWARE: Permits reuse of scin
tillation sample tubes and counting vials,
beakers, pipettes, syringes, etc.
FOR METAL OBJECTS: Isoclean decontam
inates syringe needles, forceps, shielded con
tainers, and stainless steel trays.
FOR PLASTIC COMPOSITIONS: Isocleaned
benchtops, floors, utensils, and rubber gloves
are wipe-test activity-free.

ISO
CONCENTRATE
ISO IEAI
CONCENTRATE
SAFE

POTENT

ALL-ISOTOPE

DECONTAMINATION

Available from offices of Amersham-Searl
Nuclear Associates. Picker Corporation,
or directly from Isolab.
Request Isoclean product data folder.

U

ISOLAB

INCORPORATECI

Drawer 4350, Akron, Ohio, USA 44321

Phone: (216) 825-4528

AGENT

Ifyouwerethe patient,
youwouldn'twantless.
Study A

That is, you wouldn't want
less than Picker's Image

Study B

Enhancement System. This
system, coupled to our
Dynacameraâ„¢2,provides
diagnostic information that
just cannot be matched by
any other nuclear medicine
imaging system of any kind.
Anywhere.
When the lesion is elusive,
it is this system that pro
vides the wherewithal for its
confident visualization.
What "couldn't quite be
seen" with other gamma
Enhanced Black and White Scmtigram

imaging systems, becomes
discernible with this one.
And certainly this is the
ultimate challenge for any
such system.

PICKER

Enhanced Color Scintigram

Enhanced Color Scintigram

Study A (Posterior View)
Study Data: The patient was intravenously
injected with 10mCi Tc9'â„¢.1000 counts/sq.

cm.

First Class
Permit No. 19663
Cleveland, Ohio
44143

information density exposure was used.
Impression: Posterior fossa lesion. Surgically
removed. Histologically confirmed as
malignant meningioma.
Study B (Left Lateral View)
Study Data: The patient was intravenously
injected with 10 mCi Tc"m. 1000 counts/sq.
cm. information density exposure was used.
Impression: A 6 cm. lesion, midline pinealoma
was confirmed by angiography and pneumoventriculography techniques.
No surgery was performed.
Treatment: Cobalt teletherapy.
Studies courtesy of: Dr. E. S. Pederson,
Clarkson Hospital, Omaha, Nebraska

BUSINESS REPLY MAIL
No postage stamp necessary if mailed in the United States
Postage will be paid by

PICKER CORPORATION
Nuclear Products
595 Miner Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44143

Picker'sImageEnhancementSystem.
Howdoes itwork?
Basically, the Image Enhancement
System takes gamma Â¡magedata
from a Dynacamera 2 scintillation
camera and stores the data in its
built-in computer. The computer,
acting on commands from the user,
provides uniformity correction,
contrast enhancement, background
suppression, and a color or black
and white enhanced scintigram.
These features, functioning in con
cert, provide the mechanism for
differentiating the frequently too
subtle gradations between normal
and pathologic tissue and for
eliminating the false positives
caused by instrument artifacts.
In effect, this computerized
system improves the "target-tonontarget ratio." Actually, by using

Image Enhancement System with Pulmonary Analysis
Accessory

two image views (e.g., AP and
lateral), one can accurately locate
the lesion while enhancement
removes the interfering counts of
nontarget tissue in order to permit
clearer visualization of the target
tissue.
A word about the computer part of
this system. This is fiddle-free
computerization because we've
done all of the programming work.
The clinician spends his time diag
nosing, not engineering. And this

Enhanced Image on lES's Monitor Display

system can be plugged in and used
immediately because all the required
programming and instruction is
supplied. Further, user entry of
essential data is simple because the
programming format involves a
logical sequential dialogue between
the user and the instrument.
Finally, we offertwo intriguing
accessories for this Image Enhance
ment System. One is a Pulmonary
Analysis Accessory that actually
computes and anatomically relates
xenon ventilation/perfusion indices
automatically. Other applications of
this accessory include timecompressed storage and playback
of gamma images.
The second accessory is a
Dynamic Function Study Accessory
that achieves two things: it is the
most flexible method for studying
and quantitating organ dynam
ics; it also functions as an image
bank capable of storing 2,000
images per tape (typically two
months' work).
These are the highpoints. The
complete story is available from your
local Picker representative. Or
write to Picker, 595 Miner Road,
Cleveland, Ohio 44143. Or complete
the attached Reply Card.

I would appreciate further information about your:
IH Image Enhancement System.
n Pulmonary Analysis Accessory.
D Dynacamera 2.
O Dynamic Function Study Accessory.
Q Please have your representative call for an appointment.
Name
Title
Department
Institution
Address
Zip
Phone
Area Code

Number

PICKER
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POSITIONS
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TRAINEESHIP
IN NUCLEAR MEDIcine. The Joint Program in Nuclear Medi
cine of the Department of Radiology, Har
vard Medical School, has available
a
position for a qualified M.D. trainee in
Nuclear Medicine.
This traineeship is a two or three year
program
conducted andat Children's
the PeterHospital
Bent
Brigham Hospital
Medical Center designed to develop com
petence in all aspects of diagnostic nuclear
medicine as required by the American
Board of Nuclear Medicine. Supervised ex
perience in research methods and in teach
ing is an integral part of the program.
Qualified applicants should have completed
their internship and one year of residency
or its equivalent and must be U.S. citizens
or have an immigrant's visa.
Inquiries may be directed to S. J. Adelstein, M.D.. Director, The Joint Program
in Nuclear Medicine, Department of Radi
ology, Harvard Medical School, Boston,
Massachusetts 02115.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE CHIEF TECHnologist: Position available Sept. 1, 1972
for Chief Technologist in Nuclear Medi
cine Laboratory at Ohio State Univer
sity Hospital. Salary commensurate with
experience and qualifications.
Employee
benefit program available. Contact: X. J.
Riccobono, M.D., Radiologist, Ohio State
University Hospital, 410 West 10th Ave.,
Columbus, Ohio 43210, or call 1-614-4227652.

EXCELLENT OPPORTUNITY FOR INternist with nuclear medicine training to
practice in both fields at large multispecialty clinic. Reply to: Richard W. Miller,
M.D., The Marshfleld Clinic, Marshfield,
Wisconsin 54449.
EXPERIENCED PHYSICIAN REQUIRED
for a large Nuclear Medicine department
in the principal teaching hospital of the
University of British Columbia Medical
School. Applicants should have graduate
and undergraduate
teaching
experience
(technicians, medical students, residents),
publications, ABNM desirable, but not es
sential. Send inquiries to Robert T. Mor
rison, M.D., Ph.D., Head, Division of
Nuclear Medicine, Vancouver General Hos
pital and University of British Columbia,
Vancouver, B.C.

RADIOISOTOPE
LAB. AN INDIVIDual is wanted for preparatory and develop
ment work in a radioisÃ³topo laboratory.
The duties would include preparation of
materials to a standard for human use,
quality control, teaching and investigational work. An advanced University degree
and experience with radionuclides is re
quired. Lesser qualifications might be con
sidered based on experience. Reply to :
Personnel Office, University of Alberta
Hospital, Edmonton, Alberta, T6G 2B7.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNICIAN,
registered preferred, for active laboratory.
Contact Personnel
Department,
KaiserPermanente
Medical Center, 900 Kiely
Blvd.. Santa Clara, California 95051. Tel.
(408) 244-5500, Ext. 264.

NUCLEAR
MEDICINE
RESIDENCY.
Two positions available in the George
Washington University-Washington
Hospi
tal Center Training Program for July 1,
1972 and 1973. Clinical and research pro
gram active in all phases of nuclear medi
cine : Imaging, radioassays, radiochemistry/
radiopharmacy ; access to reactor and cyclo
tron for isotope production and trace analy
sis. Co-directors: Richard C. Reba, M.D.
and Vijay M. Varma, M.D. Send inquiries
to : Washington Hospital Center, Depart
ment of Nuclear Medicine, 110 Irving
Street, N.W., Washington. D.C. 20010. An
Equal Opportunity Employer. Phone : 202541-6066.

POSITIONS

REGISTERED
NUCLEAR MEDICINE
Technologist wanted. Should have Gamma
Camera experience and be career-minded.
Send resume to B. R. Coler. M.D., Depart
ment of Radiology, St Bernardine Hos
pital, 2101 North Waterman Avenue, San
Bernardino, California 92404. Telephone:
(714) 882-2911, Ext. 290.

WANTED

ARRT
NM NUCLEAR
MEDICINE
Technologist with four years experience
desires position in Illinois, Indiana, or Wis
consin. Teaching and supervisory experi
ence. Available January 1973. Box 901,
Society of Nuclear Medicine, 211 East 43rd
Street. New York, N.Y. 10017.
M.D.. BOARD-ELIGIBLE. EXTENSIVE
experience
Pediatrie
Nuclear
Medicine,
seeks NM position with opportunity for
pediatrie
work. Broad academic back
ground, many publications. For resume,
write: Larry Samuels, M.D., Carroll, Ohio
43112.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE TECHNOLOGIST
needed for Nuclear Medicine Department of
large metropolitan
hospital.
Registered
radiologie technologist with minimum of
one year experience in clinical nuclear
medical technology required. Excellent sal

ASSISTANT DIRECTOR OF NUCLEAR
Medicineâ€”Veterans Administration
Hospi
tal, Palo Alto, California (with Assistant
Professorship
of Radiology at Stanford
University), Boards or Board eligible with

The classified placement
Open" and "Positions Wanted."

ary and benefits program. For information
or to apply, contact Donald MacArthur,
Personnel Department, The Mt. Sinai Hos
pital of Cleveland, University Circle, Cleve
land. Ohio 44106.

experience in Nuclear Medicine. Current
licensure in any state. Position currently
available. Salary range {25,000 to $26,000.
U.S. citizenship required. Apply to Chief,
Nuclear Medicine Service, Veterans Admin
istration Hospital. Palo Alto, CA. 94304.

OPEN

service section in the Journal of Nuclear Medicine contains "Positions
Nondisplay insertions by members of the Society are charged at 30</word

for each insertion with no minimum rate. Nondisplay insertions by employers or nonmembers are charged at
65</word with a minimum of $15. Display advertisements are accepted at $40 for Vapage, $75 for Vi page,
$135 for '/2 page and $245 for a full page. The closing date for each issue is the 15th of the second month
preceding publication month. Agency commissions and cash discounts are allowed
Box numbers are available for those who wish them.

NUCLEAR MEDICINE

TECHNOLOGIST

M.T. (ASCP) Preferred
N.M.

(ASCP) Eligible

Position available immediately in rapidly ex
panding Nuclear Medicine Department. Experience
in radioimmunoassay preferred. Salary commen
surate with experience. 300-bed hospital with ex
cellent employee benefits.
Contact Dr. James Erchul, Chief Pathologist, or
Mrs. C. Hopps, Chief Tech., St. Elizabeth Hos
pital, 1506 South Oneida Street, Appleton,
Wisconsin 549IT. Phone - 414-733-5533, ext.
270, Nuclear Medicine Department.

Volume 13, Number 9

New

England

on display

ads only.

Chapter

THE SOCIETY OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE
8th Annual

Meeting

Announcing the 8th Annual Meeting of the New
England Chapter of the Society of Nuclear Medi
cine, to be held Friday, October 13, 1972, at the
Shriners Burn Institute Auditorium and Holiday
Inn, Blossom Street, Boston, Massachusetts.
For further information please contact:
Melvin H. Farmelant, M.D.
St. Vincent's Hospital
Worcester, Mass. 01610
Tel. (617) 798-1234
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SYRINGE SHIELD*

SPECIALIST IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE

Protects your fingers and hands from
radioactive doses administered by syringe
â€¢
Reduces Tc-99m exposure by factor of 50.
â€¢
Maximum shielding for technicians. Tapered lead wall
assures minimum interference with venipuncture.
â€¢
Accepts standard disposable syringes.
Disposable
Syringe
High-density
lead glass
Maximum
shielding
tor
technician
Model

56-265

Minimum
interference
with
venipuncture
56-262

56-263

56-260

56-261

CapacityWeightcc
cc4oz. cc5
cc9
cc13
Tuberculin3
oz.
oz.
oz.
oz.
$40.002V4$36.005 $37.0010 $38.0020 $42.00
Price1
â€¢U.S.
Patent 3,596,659

For more details, ask for Bulletin 452-B

NUCLEAR
ASSOCIATES,
INC.
Subs/diary ol RADIATION-MEDICAL PRODUCTS CORP.
35 URBAN AVE. â€¢
WESTBURY, N.Y. 11590 â€¢
(516) 333-9344

Consulting Services
in Nuclear Medicine
â€¢Feasibility studies.
â€¢Organization and Implementation.
â€¢Quality Control and Education.
â€¢Management.
An independent, professional firm, specializing in
all physical and management phases of nuclear
medicine. Brochure on request.
NUCLEAR ADVISORS, INC.
6600 College Drive
Palos Heights, III. 60463
Telephone: AC 312 388-5800

RESIDENCY AND FELLOWSHIPS
IN NUCLEAR MEDICINE
NOW AVAILABLE
For information contact:
John A. Burdine, M.D.
Chief, Nuclear Medicine Section
Department of Radiology
Baylor College of Medicine
Texas Medical Center
Houston, Texas 77025
Phone (713) 521-2272
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SASKATCHEWAN

CANCER

COMMISSION

Applications are invited from suitably qualified
specialists for the position of physician in charge
of the Nuclear Medicine Department of the cancer
clinic in the University Hospital, Saskatoon.
Applicants must have or be eligible to obtain a
Group III license as a responsible user from the
Department of National Health & Welfare, Radia
tion Protection Division.
This is a clinical position in a well-equipped de
partment which provides the diagnostic services to
the northern half of the province. Approximately
2,500 patients are investigated each year. Approx
imately 70 per cent of the investigations are for
nonmalignant conditions.
The salary range is $23,520-$30,012
per an
num. This salary scale is presently under review.
There is a superannuation scheme, group life
insurance and other fringe benefits.
Inquiries should be directed to: Dr. T. H. C.
Barclay, Director of Cancer Services, Allan Blair
Memorial Clinic, Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada.
Application forms available from Sask. Public
Service Commission, 328 Legislative Building, Re
gina, Saskatchewan, Canada.
PLEASE QUOTE COMPETITION #cc 5663

NATIONAL

SYMPOSIUM

FOR NUCLEAR MEDICAL
TECHNOLOGISTS
You are invited

to the

8th ANNUAL SCIENTIFIC
SYMPOSIUM AND EXHIBIT
sponsored by
THE SOCIETY OF
NUCLEAR MEDICAL TECHNOLOGISTS
October 5-7, 1972
Regency Inn
Denver, Colorado
Advance Registration deadline September 5, 1972
Address all inquiries to:
Society of Nuclear Medical

Technologists, Inc.

1201 Waukegan
Glenview,
Illinois

Road
60025

312/724-7700

JOURNAL OF NUCLEAR MEDICINE

The Thyroid Analyzer shown
here was developed by the Kevex
Corporation, specialists in X-ray
energy spectroscopy (XES). It
measures the latent iodine
distribution by scanning the gland
region with a focused fluorescing
source. The method has generated
considerable interest because it
eliminates the need for injecting
radioactive iodine into the patient.
Total radiation exposure from the
Kevex system amounts to less
than 1/100 of that produced by
conventional methods.

The Kevex Thyroid Analyzer
allows mapping of quantitative
profiles of iodine distribution. It
also provides a visual rendition of
the scanned data. The visual is
significantly improved by the
Kevex X-ray Image Enhancer,
as the photos show.
Write or call Dr. Rolf Woldseth
for more details.
Reference:
Hoffer, P B., "Fluorescent thyroid
scanning," Amer. /. RoenÃ-genology CV (4), (April 1969).

Photograph courtesy of
University of Alabama School
of Medicine.

keVex
Medical Systems Division
898 Mahler Road, Burlingame,
CA 94010
Phone (415) 697-6901

For further information and service
please contact the Farbwerke Hoechst AG
subsidiary in your country
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<â€¢â€¢
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Picker has inore
trained service people
than any other manufacturer.

Ed Lafferty was the only one
available rarthe picture. The others
Nearly 1,000 Picker service
people are in the field to make sure our equipment delivers the dependable
performance you need. You can call your Picker service engineer any time.
Night or dayâ€”every day, including holidays. In fact, your Picker service engineer
will show up even if you don't call, if you have a Picker maintenance contract.
Picker service engineers are highly-trained specialists who install and maintain
x-ray, nuclear and ultrasound eguipment. Meanwhile, back at our plant, we're
continuously improving our quality to keep those service calls to a minimum.
Picker Corporation, 595 Miner Road, Cleveland, Ohio 44143.
*
"

CIS Radiopharmaceuticals
Freeze-dried Kits for Tc 99m.
Write for free samples.

CIS Radiopharmaceuticals, Inc.,
5 De Angelo Drive, Bedford,
Mass. 01730, (617) 275-7120.

itlMIIIIIII
Sulfur Colloid

Inject pertechnetate,
InjectA syringe,Boil 3
minutes,Inject B syringe.
Thisis the fastest,most
reproducible,colloidkit
available.

iiliiii

DTPA (Sn)
Simplyaddpertechnetate
solution.Nochangein
concentration.Not the
usualpentasodium
salt;
nodangerof adverse
effect on bloodcalcium.

The
better
radioimmunoassay
sets.
more accurate results from less complicated procedures

Four Test Sets available

IH

'-*-

CORTICOIDTEST

SET

TESTOSTERONE

Complete with all reagents*
and antibodies needed
for serum value determinations

TEST

solvents

and

liquid

scintillation

DIGOXIN

TEST

SET

DIGITOXIN

TEST

SET

Use this coupon for full information
Return

to

Wien

Laboratories,

Ine

Â«PO

Box

227

â€¢Succasunna.

N J 07876

Please send me complete information about:

greatly simplified assay techniques
highly specific antibodies
same-day results
linear calibration curves
all solutions pre-mixed
"except

SET

cocktail

Digoxin Test Set

Individual Antibodies:

Digitoxin Test Set
Testosterone Test Set

Q
n

Corticoid Test Set

Q Testosterone Antibody

Assay Procedures

n

NOTE:

Name....

radioactive substances tagged
with tritium (3Hydrogen).

Department

Digoxin Antibody
Digitoxin Antibody
Triiodothyronine Antibody
Title.

Organization

ICaburatortes,
Succasunna,

<31nc.

N.J. 07876

Street Adress
City

State

..Zip..

To check the performance of your
Scintillation Camera
or Scanner, you need...
FLOOD PHANTOM
â€¢
A "must" for all cameras.

Flood Phantom

Used to obtain optimum scintillation
camera
performance
with respect to uniformity of re
sponse over the entire crystal area. Consists of a
square plastic form, 15" x 15" x 1" thick, with a
circular cavity 13.5"D. x 0.5" deep. A solution
containing about 1 mCi of Tc-99m, or any other
suitable radioisotope, may be placed in the cav
ity via a filling port.
76-805 Flood Phantom
$90.00
BAR PHANTOM
Provides a simple, effective means of checking a scintilla
tion camera's intrinsic resolution, collimator spatial resolu-

HIÃ‘E PHANTOM
Offers the simplest, most efficient means of securing opti
mum camera or scanner performance with respect to depth
resolution, uniformity of response, and sensitivity. Changes
in instrument output can be delineated quickly, and the best
operating conditions can be established readily.
This plastic phantom simulates the physical conditions
prevalent for large-organ scanning. Concentric rings of uni
formly varying depths within the 9" diameter cavity provide
5 equal steps for determining depth resolution. Can be filled
with any radionuclide solution.
76-800 HiÃ±ePhantom
$150.00

ASSOCIATES,

Write for free copy of 12-page book,

INC.

Subsidiary of

RADIATION-MEDICAL

HiÃ±ePhantom

tion, field size and linearity. Consists of four sets of lead
bars, 1/2", 3/8", 1/4" and 3/16" wide respectively, em
bedded in a 16" x 16" x 1/2" lucite holder.
76-808
Bar Phantom
$195.00

For more details, ask for Bulletin 881-B

NUCLEAR

Bar Phantom

PRODUCTS

CORP.

35 URBAN AVE. â€¢WESTBURY,N.Y. 11590 â€¢(516)333-9344

"UtilizingSourcePhantoms
ToCheckThePerformance
Of
ScintigraphicInstruments."

ACTH
ASSAY
KITS
Now available

from The Radiochemical Centre a kit
designed to measure ACTH levels in plasma
in the range 10-300pg/ml.
Each kit contains sufficient materials for
the measurement of 23 unknowns.
Full information available:

The Radiochemical Centre Amersham

England

Also available in the USA, South America and Canada from
Amersham/Searle, 2636 S. Clearbrook Drive, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005.

1713/7/75

INTRODUCING

iranÃsao

No, 'tis not so deep as a well, nor so wide
as a church-door; but 'tis enough, 'twill serve."-Â«Â«Â«Â«
Mr. Shakespeare was obviously
not thinking of our new ICON
380 Scintillation Camera when
he wrote those words. But
compared to other Cameras,
the ICON 380 is a very deep well
and a very wide church-door
indeed. (We agree that wells
and church-doors are hardly
accurate units of measure, but
we like the quotation). For those
who insist on more exact terms,
here is what the new ICON 380
offers:
A useful field of view of 38cm.
(15 inches) diameter.
Delay line arithmetic.
Resolution better than 6 mm
(VÂ«")as measured with 99mTc
and bar phantom.
Two Zones-of-lnterest, each
capable of independent size,
shape and position adjustment.
A unique "field of view" control
which selects 38 cm., 28 cm., or

19 cm. circular concentric fields,
rejecting all counts outside the
selected field size, but main
taining the displayed image size.
A unique control (IRIS
POSITION) to shift the 19 cm.
field from its normal central
position to the outer edge of the
crystal. The 19 cm. field may
then be positioned in any of four
quadrants. This is an invaluable
aid to patient positioning, es
pecially in brain imaging.
14,000 hole low-energy collimator.
Dual channel ratemeter for
display of Zones-of-lnterest data.
Seven-digit sealer for digital
quantification and display.
Both "fast" and variable per
sistence scope displays, with
Polaroid camera.
Push-button energy selection
with over-riding manual control.

2500 hole medium-energy
collimator.
OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES
Automatic 35 mm. NIKON F
camera
Dual isotope option
Pinhole and high energy
collimators
Magnetic tape recorder
(256 x 256 matrix)
Additional "fast" scope display
Anatomical marking option
Our new brochure has the
whole story. Please write or
telephone for your copy.
SORRY U.S.A.-ICON 380
is not available in your country.

CONUCLEAR

LTD.

P.O. Box 11055 Station "H" Ottawa, Ontario
Canada K2H7T8 Phone: (613) 592-1411

SINCE 1951

WHY
IS RADIACWASH
DECONTAMINATION
SOLUTION

THE MOST POPULAR
IN THE WORLD?

BECAUSE RADIACWASH decontaminates
works without soaking, heating or boiling.

instantly and

BECAUSE RADIACWASH is not caustic and is harmless
to all surfaces including skin.
BECAUSE RADIACWASH is phosphate-free, non-alkaline,
non-corrosive, biodegradable, germicida! and contains no en
zymes or inert fillers.
BECAUSE fast-action, easy-to-use RADIACWASH is the
most effective, economical & safest decontamination concen
trate you can buy.
One gal Ion
Six gallons

Atomlab

$ 6.98 ea.
$6.25ea.

Four gal Ions
Ten gallons

$6.63ea.
$5.98ea.

Div.

ATOMIC

PRODUCTS CORP.
(516) 878-1074

MORICHES, N.Y. 11934
li CENTER MORICHE!

The Nuclear Medicine

(Send for a Free Sample)

Jl

Institute

announces

A Program of Continuing

Education for Physicians in Nuclear Medicine

An exciting program is planned for this coming fall and winter. The curriculum has been designed to
be comprehensive in scope yet practical in utility. Basic early morning review sessions will be presented in
physics, practical nuclear medicine math, radiochemistry and radiobiology. The major portion of the pro
gram, however, will be devoted to the practicing nuclear medicine physician. A guest faculty of some fifty
men in and out of nuclear medicine is being assembled. These men, all chosen for their expertise and ability
to communicate, will present all facets of patient care with regard to nuclear medicine services.
Unique in its format, the program is designed to be more than a four-week symposium, but rather a
four-week learning experience. Techniques such as audience participation, panel discussions and quizzes on
presented materials will be frequently employed. Abstracts will be provided prior to each presentation. The
course is to be held at the Marriott Motor Inn in Cleveland the weeks of November 6â€”10,1972, December
4-8, 1972, January 15-19, 1973 and February 12-16, 1973. Tuition is $800.00 for all four weeks.
Enrollment is limited. A minimum of fifty and a maximum of one hundred physicians and residents will
be accepted in order to maintain an effective lecturer-student interaction. The over-all purpose of this pro
gram is to re-introduce physicians to the "building blocks" of nuclear medicine and to place nuclear medi
cine into its proper clinical perspective. Join us!
For registration forms and further information,

please write:
D. BRUCE SODEE, M.D., F.A.C.P., Director
Nuclear Medicine Institute
6760 Mayfleld Road
Cleveland, Ohio 44124

Fromtesttubesto answers!
Nuclear-Chicago
offersyou the

onlycompleteon-line
radioimmunoassay
systems.

Only our automatic-instrument
systems will take your RIA/CPB
tests from samples to final data.
Nuclear-Chicago Liquid
Scintillation and Automatic Gamma
Counters offer unprecedented
speed and convenience in datareduction. Both our beta and
gamma spectrometer systems are
linked with our RIA/CPB Data
Processor.These systems analyze
samples and print out the results
immediately. Complete data
(including count rate, normalized
percent bound, standard deviation,
dose, corrected dose, and
confidence range) are printed for
each sample group, giving you
meaningful and useful results. All
you do is load your standards and
samples, establish assay protocol
with the processor, start the system,
and retrieve the final, printed
readout. Our systems do all the
rest!
Right now, some 20 RIA tests are
routinely performed in clinical
medicine. Many more tests have

ALS-375

been developed in the research
lab, and before long many of these
will also become common clinical
procedures. Can you read the
handwriting on the wall?
It plainly spells "Nuclear-Chicago"
to people who plan ahead. Write
for our free brochure, RIA/CPB
Data Systems.

NUCLEAR-CHICAGO
A SUBSIDIARY

OF G O.

20OO Nuclear Drive. Des Plaines. Illinois 60018
Wiegerbruinlaan 75, Uithoorn. The Netherlands

The Future-orientedcompany

â€¢
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describeten
clinicalbenefits
of ImageData
Processing
Systems?
Several hundred articles dealing with clinical applications of
nuclear medicine image processing have now been published.
Tens of progressive nuclear medicine departments rely upon
image processing on a daily basis. And with good reason.
Here are a few of the important protocols being done. And some
unique capabilities.

Automatic Study Sequencing
Permits you to automatically acquire a dynamic frame sequence
followed by a static Â¡mage.With a protocol such as this, you can
automatically acquire half second sequential frames for a
specified number of secondsâ€”followed by a ten second static
imageâ€”whendoing dynamic cerebrovascular transit studies.

Exposure Optimization
Can be achieved by telling the system to continue data acquisi
tion until one of the data points comprising the image contains a
given number of counts. With this capability, different views of the
liver, for example, all contain the same "brightest level." Much
better (more uniform) image intensity/exposure control from view
to view is obtained in this manner than is possible when taking
views to preset time or total image field counts.

Quick Histogram Generation For Multiple
Areas Of Interest
A particularly important capability of image processing systems.
Since much of the work done with such systems is dynamic and
involves histograms, speed is of the essence. Some image
processing systems can generate separate time/activity curves
for each area you've defined within a 25 minute renal function
series in just seconds. When compared to conventional recording
systems, over a period of a year an image processing system can
save you a few hundred hours in histogram generation time alone.

Flood Correction
Eliminates field artifacts and reduces the possibility of false
negatives and false positives (due to gamma camera sensitivity
non-uniformity) to a minimum. Many hospitals accustomed to the
value of flood correction won't look at a study until it has
been corrected.

Increased Resolution
Increased resolution is a natural offshoot of field uniformity or
flood correction. Most gamma cameras are detuned off the photopeak to avoid the phototube rosette pattern artifact. In other
words, the cameras are "compromise tuned" for concomitant
optimization of field uniformity and resolution. However, some
gamma cameras, such as the Radicamera, can also be operator
tuned right on the photopeak to ensure the highest possible
resolution. Subsequent flood correction by the image data
processing system can then be used to eliminate camera
uniformity variations.

Residual Isotope Subtraction
Permits you to subtract the data remaining from a previous study
before you evaluate the followup.

Data Exponentiation
Allows you to substantially enhance subtle contrast differences
by squaring, cubing or raising the data in each image channel to
a given power.

Image Frame Condensation
Lets you add image data in successive frames to optimize
statistics in subsequent time-activity histograms.

Unexcelled Dynamic Scintigraphy
Another primary feature. You can not only store and replay a
multi-frame study, but also show only the change from frame to
frame, generate isocontour plots for successive frames, quickly
define and view profiles across each image frame, and print out
an activity map showing the number of counts comprising each
Â¡magedata point.

Ability To Do Several Clinical Routines
Not Otherwise Possible
This is probably the most important capability of an image
processing system. Because most such systems are program
mable, everything from isotope inventory to fractional clearance
rate calculations is possible. Image processing systems are being
used for clinical protocols ranging from determination of hepatic
phagocytic, metabolic and blood transit changes to verification of
the existence and degree of septal defects. Cardiac ejection
fraction studies are being made routinely in some hospitals as
part of the serial evaluation of, for example, mitral valve disfunc
tion characterized by valvular rÃ©gurgitation,and left heart failure
associated with myocardial infarction. While it is sometimes
possible to obtain function indices using alternative nuclear
medicine procedures, the speed, convenience, accuracy and
replicability available with a good Â¡magedata processing system
cannot be duplicated.

Conclusion
There are literally dozens of proceduresâ€”vitalonesâ€”whichare
only possible with a programmable Â¡mageprocessing system.
Such systems have graduated from the research phase of their
development. They belong in any up-to-date clinical nuclear
medicine imaging laboratory. Image processing is no longer
Â¡mageobfuscation. It is better resolution. Organ function indices.
Scintigraphs free of instrumentation artifacts. Region-of-interest
analysis. Exposure optimization. Contrast enhancement. Activity
maps. Tumor to non-tumor ratios. Pre- and post-operative
comparisons. Improved pancreas visualization. And a host of
other clinically valuable capabilities.
In short, sophisticated image processing is an idea whose time
has come!

TheMEDII...
Itworksfor
The MED II can do any of the already described operations. And
many more besides. But the best rationale for making your image
processing system a MED II can be provided by a MED II user.
Many MED II users are research oriented, many clinical; most are
both. The one thing they have in common is full MED II utilization.
Visit some image processing system installations and you'll find
their several thousand dollar system sitting idle. Visit a MED II
installation, and you'll find the system hard at work ... sometimes
acquiring and processing data from three separate camera
rooms. There are several reasons for this distinction.

The MED II Is Ready To Start Working For You
The Day It's Installed
Flood uniformity correction, area-of-interest analysis, activity
profiles ... and a multitude of other capabilities are pre
programmed. Want to smooth a curve? Just type CS. Want to
retrieve a frame? Type MR, specify the frame number, and in a
few milliseconds yesterday's flood corrected right lateral brain
view appears on the CRT. Dozens of other commands are
executed with equal facility. It's great if you have a full- or
part-time programmer. But with the MED II, plenty of important
and helpful work can be done by the usual technologist-physician
team just by using the extensive pre-programmed capabilities
that are fully operational in every MED II shipped.

differential diagnosis of chronic myelocytic and acute leukemias
using isocount contours and histograms for dynamic display of
the time-varying distribution of5 'Cr labelled erythrocytes within
the spleen. In your own clinical experience, you can undoubtedly
think of several protocols for which the speed, accuracy and
routinizing capabilities of the MED II would be ideal. Subsequent
trading of routines is easy because MED II procedures and
programs are fully compatible from system to system. Everyone
saves time and an extensive library of clinical routines can be
quickly accumulated.

MED II Is Backed By More Clinical Experience
Than Any Other System
Nuclear Data pioneered the world's first image processing
system. The MED II is a second generation system .. . backed by
a great deal of interaction with clinicians. As a result, the MED II
has been equipped with software and electronic features that
render it unexcelled in both routine clinical and the most esoteric
research environments. Seemingly trivial features, like having the
compiler in core so that you can modify programs while working
with them, become pretty important. Nuclear Data knows this.
It has learned a lot of other things too. Most of them are reflected
in the design and performance features of the MED II. That's
why a number of clinicians with a wealth of image processing
system experience have selected it.

MED II Service Is Fast And Competent
MED II service engineers have been working with disk and
magnetic tape systems, the ND812 computer (present in every
MED II system), analog-to-digital converters and system interface
electronics for years. Even though the MED II has an established
record
of reliability,
MEDon
II service
engineers
are ready
anda'rise.
able
to
get your
system back
line, quickly,
if a problem
does

You'll Belong To The World's Largest
Image Processing Club
More nuclear medicine physicians own Nuclear Data Â¡mage
processing systems than any other. That means you'll have plenty
of company to share ideas and trade new protocols with. For
example, while one of your colleagues deve'ops a procedure for
lesion characterization with extended time *7Ga uptake and
retention studies, you might be developing a protocol for the

A New MED II Brochure Tells All And Shows All
Clinical studies, system specifications and much additional
information is available in the comprehensive new Nuclear Data
MED II brochure. Write or call and it's yours.

INO
NUCLEAR

DATA

Nuclear Data, Inc.
P. 0. Box 451
Palatine, Illinois 60067
Nuclear Data GmbH
Medical Section
Feldbergstrasse 55
637 Oberursel
West Germany
Nuclear Data, Inc.
Rose Industrial Estate
Cores End Road
Bourne End, Bucks., England
Nuclear Data Scandinavia AB
Torgattan 4
211 40 Malmo, Sweden
Selektrqnik A/S
a subsidiary of Nuclear Data, Inc.
Hammervej 3
2970 Horsholm, Denmark
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Herearefourwaystohandleyour
in-vitroandunivo testingrequirements.
IN-VIVO

IN-VITRO

GRAPHICâ„¢
Rectilinearscanner

LOGICâ„¢scintillation
well counter

across the chest or lengthwise
along the body. GRAPH
a
GRAPHICâ„¢ operation is ICâ„¢ will accomodate
simple. The control panel is variety of large scan field re
with uniform
designed for a logical left to quirements
right set-up procedure. Start ease. And, GRAPHICâ„¢ is
at the left with Power On and built to last requiring a mini
work your way in a logical mum of service attention. It's
sequence to the right of the so rugged that we warranty it
for mobile operation. You
panel to Scan On. GRAPH
ICâ„¢ two-position
film have to be tough to work
cassette allows you to scan under these conditions.

LOGICâ„¢ is a simplified in
tegrated spectrometer and
well counter that's easy to
operate. Most important is
the LOGICâ„¢ unique service
commitment.
When pro
blems arise, a unique service
program goes into action and
your unit is back in operation
fast. Every
LOGIC
is
built with solid state and in
tegrated circuitry to give
greater reliability and less
downtime.
The LOGICâ„¢ symptom de
scribing manual allows you to
pinpoint most service prob
lems in minutes. A call to our
technical representative con
firms or corrects your diag
nosis immediately. The cor-

14" x 17" in either direction,

reel plug-in circuit board or a
replacement LOGICâ„¢ is air
shipped to you the same day.
You're back in operation
within 24 hours. In short, if
you have trouble with a
LOGICâ„¢, we'll repair or re
place it with a service loaner
in 24 hours or less.

LKB/Wallac
automatic gamma
sample changer
The LKB- Wallac 80000 auto
matic sample changer handles
a large capacity of samples to
free your skilled staff for
other duties. It allows long
uninterrupted automatic runs
with either uniform or inter
mixed samples.

By simply
stand and
mator to
LOGICâ„¢
121, you're

The sample conveyer oper
ates as an endless belt giving
you fast, safe and secure
pneumatic handling of sam
ples. There are two methods
for positive sample identifica
tion before measurement, its
position on the conveyer belt,
and a binary coded cap. And,
samples are changed in only
10 short seconds. Data read-

uptake studies. The LOG
ICâ„¢ modular concept pro
vides add-on capabilities for
you. Buy what you need when And, these instruments come
you need it. And, you still get from a full-line supplier who
assures you of a continuing
the unique service commit
service commitment to train
ment provided only by LOG
ICâ„¢ . . . when problems and assist your personnel in
arise, we'll repair or replace all their needs. It's our privi
your instrument with a serv lege to keep your Abbott in
ice loaner in 24 hours or less. struments operational.

LOGICâ„¢
with uptake module

out is supplied in printed
form or on punched tape. The
Wallac automatic sample
changers simple foolproof
controls allow you to handle
your needs efficiently and
accurately.

adding a medical
probe with collieither of two
models, the 111 or
ready for thyroid

ABBOTT LABORATORIES

Radio-Pharmaceutical Products Division
North Chicago, Illinois 6O064
Health Care Worldwide
World's Leading Supplier
of Radio-Pharmaceuticals
Representative for Europe: Labor-Service GmbH. Abt.
Radiopriarmazeutika. 6236 Eschborn/Ts, Germany. Postfach 1245

The DI 800 TriaxialTable:
The total performance imagingtable
Ultimately, it had to happen . ..
a table that matches the high
diagnostic aims of Nuclear
Medicine. When you consider the
high cost and sophistication of
imaging equipment, partially
adequate tables seem slightly
incongruous. Long needed was a
stable platform with movement
capabilities that maximized patient
comfort, facilitated patient
handling and access, and was easy
to operate. Above all, the table
would have to allow a precise
control of the patient's position so
that the entire organ of interest

could be encompassed within the
limited field of view of the
detector. Result: The DI 800
Triaxial Table.
The DI 800 offers continuous
height adjustment. Hence, easy
patient transfer (whatever the
height of the conveyance vehicle)
onto either side of our table
because of its flush edges. All four
wheels lock from two controls.
For final precise positioning the
DI 800 has long axis adjustment of
18 inches in the horizontal plane.
Most important, the top is tillable,
head up or head down. This means

greater patient comfort. More, it
will permit oblique imaging.
Example: tilting will permit
cephalad displacement of the liver
for improved pancreas imaging.
With its open under carriage, over
hanging adjustable head rest
and VA inch lucite top, the DI 800
offers an unobstructed view of
the patientâ€”above, below, either
side and vertex. That's total
performance.

DunnInstruments
1335 Columbus Avenue, San Francisco,
Ca. 94133/Phone

(415) 776-7033
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sciiitipliotography
TheRADX
Model600
Not just another "put together"
system. The Model 600 was specif
ically designed for the exacting
requirements of nuclear medicine.

:
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Model
ELRADX500

Film advance and shutter time of
30 milli-seconds. Direct film view
ing with no projection required.

A view port lets you view the
CRT directly, and a data card re
cords patient information on the
m.9
film.
The Model 600 is also 10
ore
$lÃ¬!oÃEN
times
faster than the 35mm Nikon;
oÂ°SÃ¤
ore
E
forchangin
o
re
25
times
faster than the Hasselblad.
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CAMERASYSTEMRADX

MODEL
600Hasselblad

Camera, lens, timer, power supply
are in one integral unit. Daylight
loading of 70mm film -150 feet
of it. 720 exposures (up to 10 per
second), automatic threading,
advancing, cutting, releasing.

mm70

frames
feet16 per
sec1.3

milli
seconds750

secApprox
10

mm35

frames
feet33per
sec25

muli
seconds300

minApprox
1

Model 250
frames milli
Nikon 35mmFormat70 mm0 feet01CE
per secâ€¢o
seconds01

3 mino=

P.O. Box 19164 â€¢
Houston, Texas 77024
Phone 713/468-9628

Ask him why he specifies the NEN Technetium-99m
generator. He'll tell you that he's tried the others
and has chosen NEN because he's found he
"doesn't have to worry about generators anymore.
The best generator is the one nobody notices."
Because it gets there on time - pre-tested at NEN
for sterility, non-pyrogenicity, Molybdenum-99,
aluminum, and alumina and other particulates.

Ready to use with no pre- or post-assembly prob
lems ... just charge and elute! And the other
extras too. Fractional elution and assay kits and
MOLY-CODDLEâ„¢radiation reducer.
In other words we worried about everything we
could think of - so the man who buys one won't
have to. It's the generator nobody notices.

I\EJ\I New England Nuclear
Radiopharmaceutical Division
Atomlight Place, North Billerica, Mass. 01862
Telephone (617) 667-9531

asktheman
whobuysone

FOR ACCURACY,
CAPINTEC IS NO. 1!

CRC-4
Anyone can build a calibrator for assaying 100 millicuries of Cobalt 60 ... or design an electrometer
for general-purpose use ... or promise accuracy,
repeatability, stability and instant response. But
only Capintec dose calibrators have the unqualified
acceptance of practitioners of nuclear medicine the
world
over, so
that our for
calibrators
ac
knowledged
asmuch
"the so
standard"
all assayare
work.
We have to thank hundreds and hundreds of users
from Brussels to Boston, Tokyo to Tucson for
spreading the word that CRC's are the only cali
brator approaching assay infallibility.
Accuracy is only one of many dividends that CRC
users have going for them. There's instant digital
response the very second a source is inserted into
the chamber . . . simple, operator-proof calibration
at all times, with every isotope . . . years and years
of trouble-free operation.

And there are multiple energy ranges, excellent
linearity, a stability you wish you had in every medi
cal electronic instrument, and precise calibrations
for every approved isotope today and those to come
tomorrow.
Most of all, users respect the 0.1uCi resolution that
only our CRC-2N, CRC-4, CRC-6 and CRC-8 calibra
tors provide, whether they're assaying 100 microcuries of Technetium
Gallium
67, Fluorine 18
or
what-have-you.
It's the99,same
uncompromising
per
formance that's led the largest national distributors
of precision medical equipment and radiopharmaceuticals to specify Capintec for their dose cali
brator needs.
Sure, there are calibrators, then there are Capintec's. The difference is no-questions-asked accu
racy in your nuclear medicine program. Can you,
your patients afford anything less?

CAPINTEC INC.
63 East Sandford Boulevard,
Telephone:

Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

(914) 664-6600

Medical Products for Safety, Security, Quality Control

FOR STERILE,
READY-TO-USEINJECTIONS
OF TECHNETIUM- 99m, STRONTIUM- 87m OR INDIUM - 113m:

Presshere

Collect here
New range of sterile generators from TRC

â€”designed by The Radiochemical Centre for
greater simplicity, safety and reliability in
preparing material for scanning brain, bone,
liver and blood pool.
Small elution volume with high radioactive
concentrationâ€”the new design of tapered
generator body gives a reduction in the total bed
volume. This reduces the elution volume
required, increases the radioactive concentration
and speeds the overall elution process.
Consistently good yieldsâ€”the elution bed has
been stabilized by using a spring loaded frit to
eliminate disturbance by sterilization and to
reduce the risk of channelling.
Improved elution flowâ€”the new nylon mesh
filter gives a fast reproducible flow and eliminates
blockage by particles.
The Radiochemical Centre Amersham

Maximum control over operationâ€”the

positive pressure flow system allows simple, fast
elution with easy fractional elution if required.
Maximum security against parent break
throughâ€”the tapered generator body has been
designed to reduce the bed volume but retain
sufficient length to prevent breakthrough of the
parent isotope.
Safety during transport and handlingâ€”the

glass generator body has been replaced by a
tough plastic material to reduce the risk of
radioactive contamination due to breakage.
Please write for full information on the new
range of sterile generators and the specifications
of the daughter isotope.

OUR PRODUCTS LEAD,
OUR SERVICE FOLLOWS THROUGH
England

Also available in the USA, South America and Canada from
Amersham/Searle, 2636 S.Clearbrook Drive, Arlington Heights, Illinois 60005.
0632/5/71

ALL NEW INTRACAVITARY
GAMMA PROBE
I

MEASURES
RADIATION
FROMRADIUM
ANDCESIUM-137
IMPLANTS
Combines the best features
of other instruments, PLUS...

â€¢ DUAL-PROBE SYSTEM: Rigid bladder probe (6 mm D. x 20 cm long) and flexible
recium probe (7 mm D. x 150 cm long); both are graduated in cm.
â€¢ SEALED IONIZATION CHAMBER: Small chamber volume (only 0.050 cm1) assures
excellent geometry. Energy response is Â±3% from 100 keV to 1.1 MeV.
â€¢ FAST RESPONSE TIME: Less than 2 seconds.
â€¢ LARGE READOUT: Easy-to-read 6" meter.

IMO OTHER

INSTRUMENT

â€¢ 5 RANGES: 50 to 1000 R/hr.

HAS ALL THESE

FEATURES!

For complete details, ask for Bulletin 632-B

NUCLEAR
Subsidiary

ASSOCIATES,

ol RADIATION-MEDICAL

PRODUCTS CORP.

INC.

35 URBAN AVE. â€¢WESTBURY, N. Y. 11590 â€¢(516) 333-9344

INDEX

Also send for NEW 44-page
Catalog G, "X-Ray and Gamma
Accessories and Supplies."
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New Orleans
Philadelphia
New York
Boston
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5855 Christie Avenue
Emeryville, California 94608
(415)658-2184

System
Seventy.
*
+
Faster,more precise
interpretationwith a
surprisetagged on.
Now you can really do it faster,
better, at a much iower cost â€”
without ever having to worry about
limitations again.
The Baird-Atomic Scanning
Gamma Camera-System Seventy
delivers 200,000 observed counts
per second, with 3 to 4 millimeters
resolution, at any energy.

After three years clinical
evaluation and thirty man-years of
engineering, our Baird-Atomic
nuclear teams have speeded up
Static and Dynamic imaging
procedures through computer
computation and greatly improved
human engineering, so that you can
handle more patients, in less time.
You gain more valid, more accurate
information for faster, more
precise interpretation.
You might call it a result of our
decade of concerned commitment,
to the nuclear medical community.

System Seventy uses as its
information and data manipulation
base the Nova computer. It's
part of the whole new image
processing console, also featuring
a large screen viewing area, drum
memory, and the minimum of
controls. You simply push STATICS
or DYNAMICS and let the computer
take events from raw count
information to clinical formats, in
seconds. It's that easy â€”for you
and your operator.
It's all possible through our
comprehensive software packages
and programming, eliminating the
tedious and time consuming work of
conversion to interprÃ©tabledata.

But that's only our basic System
Seventy. As your needs grow, our
modular Scanning Gamma Camera
will grow with you. Add what you
want â€”unlimited patient record
storage and instant retrieval, hard
copy electrostatic images in

seconds, remote color TV
monitoring, maintenance
diagnostics transmitted from your
lab to our service centers, buffered
and/or expanded memory â€”even
data transmission to other nuclear
medical facilities for group
consultation. It's all here, at
your request.

We've ensured the clinical
usefulness of System Seventy
incorporating all those areas of
special consideration like data
smoothing and automatic nonuniformity correction along with our
unique detector, its 294 Nal(TI)
crystals, and the computerized bed
programmed to index sixteen times
per study, 2.78mm per move â€”for
4704 true data collection points.
What this adds up to is superior
performance, for really fast
scanning â€”unlike any other
camera available anywhere today,
offering you the most options, at
the lowest price.
So how much does System
Seventy cost? Just ask us. Before
you consider another scanning
gamma camera, check the BairdAtomic price tag.
That's the best surprise of all.

BAIRDATOMIG
Nuclear Division, 125 Middlesex Turnpike,
Bedford, Mass. 01730, 617/276-6000,
Telex: 923491. Cable BAIRDCOBFRD

Pho/GammaÂ».
of the future...
cando morerightnow thananyother
scintillationcamerain the world.
Pho/Gamma can do more because
we've taken the three most important
qualities that make a scintillation
camera greatâ€”sensitivity,
uniformity, and high resolutionâ€”and
included an exclusive fourth:

Clinical Versatility.
Our Pho/Gamma System is available
with a complete range of instruments
to perform today's clinical procedures,
and to facilitate the work of those who
are making the future of medicine
happen. Among these capabilityexpanders are: Various, specialized
collimatore which allow you to choose
the optimum resolution and sensitivity
you need for each study, because
two or three collimators can not meet
the exacting requirements of every
clinical application.
The Tomocameraâ„¢for imaging
organs in 4 separate and variably
selectable focal planes at one time.
An Anatomical Marker which
electronically provides direct transfer
of anatomical landmarks to all film
readouts and system accessories, and
eliminates the need for cumbersome
radioactive markers. A Clinical Data
System (CDS-4096) to perform
functional data manipulation and
present the processed results as
unambiguous, easily interpreted
results for more accurate and faster
interpretation. A Data-Store/
Playback System which allows you to
digitally capture the scintillation
events, play the results back at your
convenience, study, step-by-step, the
nuclide distribution in the organ, and
interpret the study with information

that might have been missed on the
initial scintiphoto studyâ€”andmany
more features, including the totally
variable area of interest capabilityall at the push of a button on the
master console.
Pho/Gamma. Everything about it
sounds like 2002 A.D., but it's here
now for you to use. Contact your
Nuclear-Chicago Sales Engineer, or
write to us for further information.
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